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Rcrosslab Inc.(Headquaters: Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Representative Director Ritsuko Nishikawa) has developed 

"JIBUN ADDRESS", the smallest partition on the desk. 

By dividing your desk, you can create your own space and time. 

 

Our lives have been changed by COVID19. 

Social distancing become the norm and keeping space between yourself and other people. 

This product keeps a good distance between you and your family or colleagues, protect you from  

droplet infection and it does not break up communication. 

 

◇Development Background 

This product is inspired by the traditional Japanese residential style. 

Using natural materials suited to the Japanese climate, we do not use wall and use Majikiri or partitions as 

fittings to connect rooms to each other and connect the inside and outside of the house.  

Individual spaces can be created while blocking the view from the outside 

Majikiri is a tool that allows you to feel people's presence, but also allows for privacy. 

It is a Japanese tradition and a Japanese concept of space creation. 

 

◇Features of the product 

 

IBUN ADDRESS is made of Japanese cypress. Natural wood provides us with inspiration and healing. 

The scent of essential oils from trees soothe the sympathetic nervous system agitated by stress and calm us 

down. 

Also, they have been shown to significantly increase the activity of the parasympathetic nervous system, This 

helps us stay concentrated and allows us to recover from fatigue more quickly. 

 

The inside of JIBUN ADDRESS is not painted at all so that you can feel the goodness of natural wood, and you 

can enjoy the relaxing aroma. The exterior is also painted in a natural way. 

My space with a pleasant woody scent 

 

Portable small partition “JIBUN ADDRESS” create a communication between you  

and your family or co-workers  

 

 

 



 

 

■Uses (examples) 

Create your own space at your free-address desk 

For your child's studies. 

For your workspace for your hobby 

 

■Specifications 

【Name】   JIBUN ADDRESS  

【Size】       W:500mm × H:400mm× T:100mm  ※folded 

【Color】       Natural  

【Material】     Japanese cypress, Hinges, Patching locks, Metal fittings, Iron 

Handle: Wooden, Real leather  

【Sales】 Made to order production 

【URL】        rcrosslab.com 
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